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Abstract

On the basis of a (partially) historical simulation approach the authors evaluate
return and shortfall risks of various hedge strategies with options (put hedge: fixed
percentage and ratchet strategy; covered short call; collar) which are performed in
a roll-over design. The shortfall-risk measures considered are: shortfall probability,
shortfall expectation, 5 %-percentile and 1 %-percentile. Transaction costs are
included in the analysis.
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Sur la base d’une simulation (partiellement) historique, les auteurs evaluent le
rendement et le risque de shortfall des strategies de hedging par options (put hedge:
fixed percentage and ratchet strategic; covered short call; collar) employee de facon
roulante. Les mesures du risque de shortfall mentionnees dans cet article sont:
shortfall-probabilite et shortfall-moyenne, 5%-percentile et 1%-percentile. Les chutes
de transactions sont inclus dans l’analyse.
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Intraduction

Due to the publication of FIGLEWSKIet al. (1993) the performanteof rollover
put-hedge strategies has recently attracted increased interest. Rollover
strategieswith options are characterizedby the fact that the maturity of the
option position is shorterthan a fixed planning horizon making it necessary
to buy (or sell) a sequenceof shortm aturity options. In contrastto that static
hedge strategiesare characterizedby an identical maturity of the option
position andthe planninghorizon. FIGLEWSKIet al. (1993)show that rollover
hedgestrategiesgive a reasonableprotection, but do not reduce return as
much as the correspondingstatic hedgestrategies.
The presentpapercontinuesthe analysisof rollover option strategies.There
are the following differences comparedto the paper of FIGLEWSKIet al.
(1993):
1)

The analysisis (at leastpartially) basedon empirical data.FIGLEWSKI
et al. (1993) use a stochasticsimulation approach.

2)

In addition to alternative put-hedgestrategieswe analyze coveredshort-call strategiesas well as collar strategies.

3)

Transactioncosts are included in the analysis.

4)

We use (inter alia) two measures of shortfall-risk, shortfall
probability and shortfall expectation to quantify the risk of the
strategiesconsidered.
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Data basis and strategies

As data basiswe usethe 408 end-ofmonth valuesof the DAFOX from 1960
- 1993.The DAFOX, cf. G~PPL/SCHUTZ
(1992) is a performanceindex for
the German stock market, especially designed for researchpurposes.The
DAFOX time series mirrors the performance of an index strategy with
respectto a highly diversified portfolio of Getman stocks. The DAFOX is
representingan unprotectedinvestment strategyin stocks ‘ariddefines the
benchmark for the performanceof the analyzed hedge strategies.At the
beginning of each month (date of rollover) one l-month-put or/and one lmonth-call on the DAFOX is bought resp. sold. All option prices are
calculatedusing the BLACK-SCHOLES-formula. The volatility parameteris
estimated as in HULL (1993, p. 215) on the basis of the differencesof the
logarithms of the past end-ofmonth values of the DAFOX, using the last 12
values in each case.As riskless interest rate per month we use the average
of the day-today money ratesof the correspondingmonth as published by
the German Central Bank.
Contrary to FIGLEWSKI et al. (1993) we do not finance option premiums at
the risklessinterest rateor do invest eventualproceedsat the riskless interest
rate. According to our experiencethis would unreasonablybias the results.
Instead we perform an operation

blanche by investing eventual proceeds

additionally in the DAFOX andby financing capital requirementsby selling
a portion of the DAFOX.
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Transactioncosts of 1 % of the option premium are assumedwhen buying
or selling an option. When exercising an option at the end of the month we
additionally assume0.2 % of the inner value astransactioncosts. According
to our investigationstheseassumptionsarecorrespondingto a realistic order
of magnitudeof the transactioncostsof institutional investors.
We considerthe following hedging strategieswith options in our analysis:
I.

Rollover

Put-Hedge

Strategies

A.

Rollover

Fixed-Percentage

Strategies

At every rollover date we buy puts on the basis of a fixed-percentage
strategy,i.e. the exerciseprices X, are correspondingto a fixed percentage
rate p of the price S, of the DAFOX, the underlying security, i.e. X, =
(p/lOO)S,.We consider one in-themoney strategy (p = 102), one at-themoney strategy@I= 100) as well as three out-of-themoney strategies(p =
94, 96, 98). At eachtime one put is bought, however this dots not exactly
correspondto a 1 : 1 strategy.
B.

Ratchet Strategies

Ratchetstrategies,cf. FIGLEWSKI
(Xr.l,

et al. (1993),arecharacterizedby X, = max

p S,) = p max (SC.,,S,) which implies X, = max (X0,X,, .... X,,) = p max

(S,, .... S,-,).The ratchet strategyallows the investor to lock in early gains
without acceptingthe downside risk of the fixed percentagestrategy.
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Strategies

Following this strategy the investor sells a call at each rollover date, the
exerciseprice being a fixed percentageof the price of the underlying. Again
we consider one in-themoney strategy(p = 98) one at-the-moneystrategy
as well as three out-of-the-moneystrategies(p = 102, 104, 106).
III.

Rollover

(Fixed Percentage)

Collar

Strategies

Following this strategyat each rollover date one put is bought and one call
is sold as well. The exerciseprices of both the put and the call follow fixed
percentagestrategies,wherewe only considerthe symmetrical strategies(94,
106), (96, 104) and (98, 102).
3.

The evaluation

criteria

We consider the sequence{T,},+ ,,,,r of monthly returns of the various
(protectedor unprotected)strategiesasbeing a realizationof a corresponding
sequenceI&) ,=,,__.,
T of random variables.All monthly tetums arecalculated
on a continuous basis. In case the {R,) are an independentsequenceof
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random variablesidentically distributed as a random variable R the sample
estimators

ii :=$R,
1-1

and

SR”:= $$

t-1

(R,- R)2

(2)

aredistribution free and unbiasedestimatorsof E(R) resp.Var(R).
While E(R) is commonly acceptedas a measureof (average)mtum, the
adequacyof Var(R) as a measureof risk is criticized to an increasingextent.
Alternatively measuresof shortfall risk, cf. HARLDW(1991) or ALBRECHT
(1994), are proposed. Especially when analyzing positions with options
symmetrical measuresof risk, like the varianceor the standarddeviation are
not very suitable, cf. already BOOKSTABER/CLARKE (1985), as option
positions typically follow an asymmetricalrisk-return-profile.Looking at the
put-hedgefor example, the downside risk of the investor is limited to an
absoluteextent. On the other hand the investor participatesin increasesof
the price of the underlying object to an unlimited extent (only reducedby
the option premium). It is almost evident that variance in case of a put
hedgeis not a measureof risk but a measureof investment chances(in the
senseof “upward” volatility).
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Taking into account the asymmetrical nature of positions with options we
will measurerisk by four alternativeasymmetrical measures.
At first we consider two measuresof shortfall risk. A gcncral class of
shortfall risk measuresis given by the lower parliaf moments of degreen 2
0 of R, cf. ALRRECHT(1994):
J-4,0-J

= E[max(r, - R, O)“]

‘2
= (5 I
-0)

(3)
r>”f(r)dr .

The quantity rz is a target return, which can be interpretedas a spccilied
minimum return level. In the following we will consistentlyusea targetof 5% (on a continuous return basis). As risk measureswe use the shortfall
probability,

which corresponds to the case n = 0, and the shortfall

expectation,

which correspondsto the casen = 1.

The other two asymmetrical measuresof risk are basedon the e-percentile
rs

of the distribution F (additionally we assumethe existenceof a density

function f) of R, defined by

‘1
ES

I
-0

f(r)dr = F(rJ .

(4)

Obviously shortfall-probability and e-percentile are inversely related
measuresof risk. In caseof the shortfall probability the target return r2 is
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given, in cast of the e-percentile it has to be determined according to a
fixed shortfall probability of e.
In the presentpaperwe useestimatorsof the 1 %- and the 5 %-percentileas
measuresof “desasterrisk”, cf. FIGLEWSKI

et al. (1993).

Now, how can we estimate the lower partial moments tesp. the e-quantiles
basedon the observedreturns {r,} ? According to (3) we have to estimate
the n-th absolute moment of the random variable max (r, - R, 0). The
correspondings‘amplecountctpartis
Defining the indicator variable l,(R) = 1, in caseR c rz andI,(R) = 0, in case
R

2 rr, then the last expressionis identical to
LpM.(rJ : =

- RS”I,@,l .

In caseof independentand identically distributed {R,) expression(5) gives
us a distribution ftee and unbiasedestimator of the lower partial moment
@Mm (rL>.The casesII = 0, 1 give the correspondingestimatorsfor the risk
measuresshortfall probability and shortfall expectation.
According to (4) we obtain estimatorsfor the e-percentileby replacing the
right-handside of (4) by OY @r)accotdingto (5) and “solving” the resulting
identity for rz.
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4.

Statistical

problems

of rollover

option

strategies

As can be verified mathematically, cf. ALBRECHT/MAURER/STEPHAN
(1994),
even in case of independentand identically distributed Etums (R,} of the
underlying, the DAFOX, the correspondingsequenceof rztums for rollover
option strategies are neither

independent

nor identically

distributed.

FIGLEWSKIet al. (1993) characteri7xmllover option strategieson a more
intuitive basis as path-dependent

strategies. This howeverdoes imply, that

the estimators (l), (2) and (5) arc loosing their propertiesin the i.i.d.-case.
The estimatorsnow are only simple descriptive statistical measuresand no
more unbiasedestimatorsfor the moments of a parentdistribution. This has
to be bornein mind, when interpretingthe various estimatorsusedin sequel.
5.

The average

return

of rollover

hedge strategies

The average return of the underlying, the DAFOX, as well as of the
alternative rollover hedge strategiesis estimated on the basis of (1). All
returns calculated are monthly returns on a continuous basis. As a
benchmark the averagemonthly return of the DAFOX is used, which is
0.6283 %.

The following table contains the averagereturn values for the rollover puthedge strategiesfor the different exerciseprices expressedas a percentage
of the price of the underlying, the DAFOX:
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Exercise price

Av. Return

Table 1:

94

96

98

100

102

0.6325

0.6133

0.58

0.5533

0.4974

Put-Hedge-Fixed-Percentage

One recognizesthat higher levels of protection are correspondingto lower
average returns which is according to intuition as well as theory.
Remarkably, however, in case of deep-out-of-the-moneyputs the average
return is slightly higher comparedto the unprotectedposition, the DAFOX
(although we haveincluded transactioncosts!) This is in contrastto theory
and we will analyzethis phenomenonat the end of this paragraph.
The table for the ratchet strategyis:

Av. Return

Table 2:

94
0.5417

FFzLJ

Ratchet-Strategy

Contrary to a first intuition the ratchet strategy dos not lead to a higher
realized averagereturn. This is causedby the fact, that the ratchet strategy
achievesa higher level of protectionwhich implies higher “insurancecosts”
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andthereforea higher reductionof the averageruturncomparedto the tixcdpercentagestrategy.
The table for the coveredshort call is:
Exercise
98
Av.Retum

0.47029

Table 3:

1% cc

IOU

102

104

0.5008

0.5475

0.5992

Covered-Short-Call

Again we notice a trade-off betweenlevel of protection and averagereturn
as in case of the put-hedgestrategies.Again the averagereturn is reduced
comparedto the unprotectedposition with the exception of a deep-out-ofthe-money call.
Finally the table for the collar strategy:

Exercise

Av.

Table 4:

Return

Prices

941106

961104

981102

0.6467

0.5858

0.4933

Collar-Strategy

According to the design of the collar the effects of the put-hedgeand the
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covered-short-callam reflected simultaneously. Narrowing the collar to
(98%, 102%) implies an almost dramatic reduction of the averagereturn so
that an extreme strategyof this kind has to be well-thought.
Finally we have to analyze the “deep-out-of-themoney phenomenon”
resulting in averagereturnswhich - allhough transactioncosts are included
- are higher than in the unpmtected case,which is contrary to theory. An
explanation for this anomaly is given by analyzing the deviation of the
empirical distribution function of the continuous tetums of the underlying
from the nounal distribution. The nounal distribution for the continuous
returnsis implied, cf. HULL (1993,p. 212), by the assumptionof a Brownian
motion processfor the stock pricesin the BLACK/SCHOLES~odel. Using the
ANDERSON-DARLING
goodness-of-fit test for the normal distribution, cf.
D’AGOSTINO

(1986), the (composite) hypothesis of normally distributed

(continuous)DAFOX returnsis very clearly rejected.The test statistic gives
a value of 1.895which distinctly exceedsthe critical value even in case of
a very low level of significance of 0.5 %, which gives a critical value of
1.159.The deviationsfrom the nonnal distribution are causedby some very
negative tetums, which imply a significant skewness to the left of the
empirical distribution. By eliminating the five lowest returns ftom the
sample, however, the ANDERSON-DARLING-test

(value of the test statistic:

0.862) now does not reject anymore the nounal distribution at a level of
significance of 10 % (critical value: 0.873).
This leads to the following explanation of the observedphenomenon.The
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of deep-out-of-the-moneyputs takes pmft from the shortfall risks

which are empirically

higher than implicitely

assumed by the

BLACK/SCHOLES-formula.
The writer of deep-out-of-themoneycalls takes
profit from the lower mtum chancesof the underlying compared to the
normal distribution becauseof the skewnessto the left of the empirical
returns.

6.

The risk of rollover

option

strategies

We first give the frequency diagram for the put-hedge fixed-percentage
strategyin caseof p = 96:
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0.14
0.12

1

0.1
0.08

i

0.00

I

0.04

0.020 L

Figure 1:

FrequencyDiagram Put-HedgeFixed-Pementage96%

The figure clearly showsthe asymmetry of the frequencydistribution as well
as the reduction of risk, as intended by the strategy.Mom detailed insight
into the risk of the strategy is given by table 6. All numerical values are
given as a percentagewith respectto continuous monthly returns.
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Exercise Price
94

%

98

100

102

Std. Deviation

4.31

4.09

3.68

3.11

1.89

Shortfall-Frequency

10.54

3.43

0

0

0

Average Shortfall

0.13

0.01

0

0

0

1%~Percentile

-6.78

-5.37

-4.40

-3.61

-2.44

5%.Percen tile

-6.32

-4.78

-3.68

-2.91

1 -1.42

Table 5:

1

Put-HedgeFixed-Percentage

The relevantbenchmarkfigures again aregiven by the correspondingvalues
for the unprotectedinvestment in the DAFOX as shown by table 6.

Std. Deviation

4.94

Shortfall-Frequency

9.56

Average Shortfall

0.34

1%-Percentile

-15.82

5%-Percentile

-6.91

Table 6:

DAFOX

One recognizesthat the asymmetrical risk measuresare very sensitive to a
changeof the desiredlevel of protection.In addition we notice a significant
reductionof desasterrisk especiallywhen comparedto the coveted-short-call
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strategy(as pmented below).
The next figure gives the frequencydiagm for the ratchet strategywith p
= 96.

-I

0.5 7

0.45
0.41T
oJ5i
OJ $

011
0.1
L
1
0.05
od

0.15

Figure 2:

II

FrequencyDiagram Ratchet-Strategy96 %
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Next we have the correspondingtable:

II ~

Exercise Price

94

96

98

100

Std. Deviatim

2.10

2.44

2.13

1.8

Shortfall-Frequency

2.21

0.25

0

0

Average Shortfall

0.026

0.0003

0

0

1%~Percentile

-6.37

-4.60

-3.25

-2.12

5%-Pcrcen tile

-3.12

-2.51

-2.20

-1.35

Table 7:

Ratchet-Strategy

Comparing table 7 to table 5 we notice a generally higher level of risk
reduction for the ratchet strategy.This confinns FKLEWSKI

et

al. (1993, p.

56), who state: “Our resultsshow that the ratchet’sadvantageis not a higher
mean, but its protectiveness,especially againsta desaster.”
Figure 3 gives the frequencydiagramfor the covered-short-call-strategy
with
p = 104.
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Figure 3: FrequencyDiagram Covered-Short-CallFixed-Percentage104 %

One recognizesthat comparedto the put-hedgestrategythere is practically
no protection againstdesasterrisk. This is confirmed by table 8.
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Exercise Price
98
Std. Ikviatim

0.74

Shortfall-Frequenq

2.94

Average Shortfal 1

0.14

1%~Percentile

-12.05

5% -Perccn Ii le

-3.83

Table 8:

Covered-Short-CallFixed-Percentage

The reduction in variance is almost entilcly explained by the reduction of
“upward volatility” which again stressesthe inadequacyof variance as a
measureof risk in caseof positions with options.
Finally we give the correspondingfrequencydiagmm and the corresponding
table for the (96, 104) collar strategy:
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02
0.11
0.16
0.14
0.12
0.1

0-m
0.m
0.04
0.02
0

Figure 4:

Frequency Diagram Collar-Strategy

(96 %, 104 %)

Exercise Price

941106

I

961104

I

98/102

Std. Deviatim

3.67

I

2.89

I

1.72

Shortfall-Frequency

9.56

0

0

Average Shortfall

0.09

0

0

1%~Percentile

-6.19

-4.05

-1.97

-6.02

-3.94

-1.87

/

5%.Percentile

able 9:

1-

Collar Fixekrercentage
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The collar strategygives the highest risk reductionfor all measuresof risk.
However, as we have seenin paragraph5, this is also true for the reduction
of the averagereturn.
7.

Rollover

hedge

strategies

in “bull

markets”

The pteceedingresultsshow that the collar and the versionsof the put hedge
have advantageousrisk reduction features.Thereforewe am interested,in
the senseof a worst case scenario analysis, in the performanceof these
strategiesfrom January1980to September1987,i.e. in a bull market phase.
Table 10 gives the values for the unpmtectedinvestment,the DAFOX.

Average Return

1.3593

Std. Deviation

4.52

Average Shortfall

8.6

Shortfall-Mittel

0.18

1%-Percentile

-11.74

5%-Percentile

-5.85

Table 10:

DAFOX (sub-period)

The following tables give the correspondingfigures for the rollover hedge
strategies.
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Exercise Price

Av. Return
Std. Deviation

Average Shortfall1
1%.Percenti Ic

Table 11:

Put-HedgeFixed-Percentage(sub-period)

Exercise Price
94

96

98

100

1.0139

0.9662

0.9880

0.9686

Std. Deviation

3.19

3.45

2.99

2.44

Shortfall-Frequency

4.30

0

0

0

Average Shortfall

0.05

0

0

0

l%-Percentile

-6.55

-4.78

-3.36

-2.36

5%-Percentile

-5.62

-4.45

-2.99

-1.77

Av. Return

Table 12:

Ratchet-Strategy(sub-period)
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price

1

941106

96/l 04

98/102

1.1702

1.0159

0.7769

Std. Deviation

3.59

2.79

1.67

Shortfall-Frequency

8.60

0

0

Average

0.06

0

0

1%-Percentile

-6.19

-4.04

-1.84

5%-Percentile

-5.78

-3.92

-1.80

Av.

Return

Shortfall1

Table 13:

Collar Fixed-Percentage(sub-period)

We see that the collar and the put hedge ratchet strategy lead to a
significantly mduccd averageretum.This is becauseof the high level of
protection implied by these strategies.On the other hand for the put-hedge
fixed-percentagestrategywe interestingly only have a reductionin average
return which is moderate.
8.

Conclusions

The resultspresentedshow that the collar and the versionsof the put-hedge
have advantageousrisk reduction features.As to be expectedwe have a
trade off betweenlevel of protection and averagereturn. The advantageof
the ratchet strategy is not a higher average return but its increased
protectiveness,especially againsta desaster.The increasesin averagereturn
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observed when analyzing deep-out-of-the-moneypositions are not of a
systematic nattnc. In the “bull market phase” 1980 - 1987 we observethat
the fixed-percentagestrategy leads only to a moderate reduction of the
averagerctum.
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